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We welcome comments, articles, requests or
suggestions for future editions of Within Reach.

Any letters for publication should include the name and
address of the sender, but these can be withheld from
publication if requested.

Advertising:

Within Reach has a print run of 1,600 and is distributed
to members, subscribers, health services and specialists. If you need to reach this key audience, we would
be delighted to consider including your advertisement.
Contact Jane Garrett on 01483 203237
The views expressed in this journal are not necessarily
those of Reach and are not intended to reflect or
constitute Reach policy, or in any way portray an
official view.

Reach membership

Membership of Reach is open to parents of children
with upper limb difference and other individuals of 18
years and over who are interested in furthering the
work of the association. Junior membership is given
to children who have an upper limb difference. The UK
subscription is from £36. (£35 if paid by direct debit)
You will receive three issues of the magazine a year by
post or email if you live overseas.

Reach Insurance

This covers any member aged between 2 and 85 years
of age resident in the UK with a congenital difference
of one upper or lower limb or both upper limbs or who
have had one upper or lower limb or both upper limbs
or one hand amputated. There is a slight difference in
cover for under 16s and those not in paid employment
at the time of their accident.
Please call Head Office for more details about the
schedule of insurance.

SHARED EXPERIENCES
Reach, Tavistock Enterprise Hub,
Pearl Assurance House,
Brook Street, Tavistock, PL19 0BN
Tel: 0845 130 6225
From a Mobile: 020 3478 0100
Email: reach@reach.org.uk
Office hours: Monday-Friday 9am-4pm
website: www.reach.org.uk
Follow us on twitter: @reachcharity
Facebook: www.facebook.com/reachcharity
Registered charity no. 1134544
withinReach magazine is printed
and distributed by NRG Marketing,
209 Aldwick Road, Bognor Regis
PO21 3QG

This book, published by Reach, is extremely useful for
families who have discovered they have, or are about
to have, a Reach baby.
Shared Experiences is a collection of accounts by Reach
families of their own real life experiences of having
a child with an upper limb
difference. Their stories are
shocking, saddening, funny,
inspiring and captivating. All
in all, a brilliant realisation
of life with an upper limb
difference.
Contact HO to order your
copy. It is also via the website.

BRANCH CO-ORDINATORS
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THANK YOU, CHRIS, KATE AND NICOLA
A huge thank you to Chris Creamer, who has finally decided
that after many, many years looking after Reach members
in Ireland, it is time for him to step down as Joint Branch
Co-ordinator. However he will be continuing to help parents at
the Cappagh Hospital Clinic. Thank you Chris.
We are very sad to announce that Kate Meneghetti, Wessex
Branch Co-ordinator for many years has decided to stand down
due to time pressures. Thank you Kate, for all your support of
the members in your area.
And a sad goodbye to Nicola Romberg, who has stepped
down as Joint Branch Co-ordinator for South London after about
6 years. She has done an amazing job and arranged some
fantastic events.
Thank you all for your loyal commitment and hard work.

THE LINK TO YOUR LOCAL COMMUNITY
This is such an important role, bringing families
together for support and shared fun and we have
vacancies in the EAST MIDLANDS and SOUTH
WEST.
Please give it a go. You don’t need to do it alone!
Volunteer with a friend. Head Office will give you
lots of support.
Call us on 0845 130 6225, or from a mobile: 020
3478 0100.

WELCOME TO OUR SPRING ISSUE
SUMMER IS COMING!

CAMP TYNCAE

SCOTTISH WEEKEND

This Family Long Weekend Packed With Activities is into its
22nd year by kind invitation of the Davies family.

Join families at Abernethy Ardeonaig Adventure Activity
Centre in the heart of Perthshire on the south side of Loch
Tay with fantastic views across the water for our Scottish
weekend.

24th – 27th May 2019
Tyncae is fantastic location tucked well away from all roads and
distractions, a completely safe area for the children to have
fun and make new friends. There will be brilliant activities
on Saturday including lunch and a BBQ in the evening with
plenty of time for parents and children to chill out. We have
a raffle in the evening so would be very grateful for any
prizes you would like to donate.
Sunday features a trip out with a picnic lunch and the annual
family quiz. A big fun event where friends are made for life!
As the weather is changeable, please make sure that you
bring suitable warm and colder weather clothing along with
wellies and swimwear. It may be possible to take one or two
small caravans but we must know well in advance. Locals
can just pop along and join us for an hour or two.
This weekend is FREE of CHARGE to all our members, as the
whole Davies family do a fabulous job of arranging this
weekend themselves and securing lots of help, support and
donations from local businesses etc. But further donations
are always welcome to help towards the event.
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If you have any questions please give Dawn or Rob a call
on 01974 298904 or drop them an email to:- belle1234@
lineone.net. LAST DATE FOR BOOKING – FRIDAY 10TH MAY – SO PLEASE BOOK
EARLY TO ENSURE A PITCH (last year we managed to accommodate
20 families but spaces fill up fast). Please send your completed booking form to belle1234@lineone.net OR to
Mr R & Mrs D M Davies, Tyncae, Tregaron, Ceredigion
SY25 6NH.

VIRGIN LONDON MARATHON
As withinReach went to press, we were getting excited
about the London Marathon on April 29. We were due to
have four runners using our Golden Bonds.
Brigette Sainsbury, Aaron Carr, Teresa Harpern and
Matthew Smith.
Unfortunately our fifth runner, John Desbois - had to pull
out due to a hernia. Get well soon, John.
Paul Stannard is also running for Reach, but not on our
Golden Bonds.
It's always a tense time as race day approaches but
hopefully our brilliant Reach kit and the power of Reach
support will have wafted them safely over the finishing line
by the time you read this!

2nd – 4th August 2019

There is only space for approximately 12 families on a first
come first served basis, so make sure you book early to
avoid disappointment. Reach are subsidising this event to
keep your costs as low as possible, and members fundraise
all year to help. We are asking for a contribution of £40 per
person (under 2s are free), with a non-refundable deposit of
£40 which MUST be paid at the time of booking to secure
your place. We will invoice for the final balance on 15th
June 2019.
The weekend is about relaxed, fun, family time with Reach
friends and some optional physical challenges thrown in. It
is a great way to make new friends, meet up with old ones
and take part in some fun activities. Check out the website
http://www.abernethy.org.uk/our-centres/ardeonaig/ to see
what is on offer.

RAW 2019

28th July – 4th August
Bookings are now open for RAW 2019, to be held at Goblin
Coombe Activity Centre, Cleeve Hill Road, Cleeve, Bristol,
BS40 5PP.
Activities include: climbing, abseiling, canoeing, problem
solving, archery, coasteering, raft building, high ropes and
other challenges. Children are not forced to take part in
every activity although we find most can be persuaded to
give it a go and we certainly encourage them to do so. Days
are action packed, with regular breaks and evenings are full
of games and other activities until about 21.00.
Supervision: Adult Reach members join us as volunteer
mentors to the children, as they know what it is like to grow
up with a limb difference. Our mentors have all been on a
specific mentor training weekend and hold a current CRB
Certificate.
Reach subsidise the week but to help us allocate our
resources we ask parents/carers to make a contribution
towards the cost of the week in proportion to their own financial
circumstances and if possible no less than £350. Each
place costs Reach £650 and transport for 2018 was over
£4,500. However, if any member feels that even the minimum
contribution would exclude their child, please speak to Abby
or Kate in confidence. We do not want your child to miss out.
The booking form can be found on the website:
https://reach.org.uk/raw2019/

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Like me, I am sure you have
noticed the evenings are
starting to get a little longer
and a little lighter which after
the cold, dark months of
Winter is always a welcome
sight. Spring is on the way at
last.
Winter has been a challenging
time for our small Charity. We
have been pulling together
as a team to provide all
the fantastic services and
support we always have but
without a permanent National
Coordinator since the end of
2019.
The National Coordinator role is critical to Reach. As you
will read in this edition of Within Reach there is sometimes a
perception that the Charity is run by a larger team than it really
is. It is a testament to our office staff that we seem bigger
than we are and can continue to operate without the direction,
experience and leadership a National Coordinator brings.
Being without this important role in such a small team inevitably
creates challenges and I am proud to see how others have
stepped up throughout this period for the good of the charity.
Over the Winter months we have taken time to ensure we get
recruitment right for this key role and I am pleased to say as I
write this article, the job advert is officially open. We are hoping
to recruit and introduce your new National Coordinator before
Spring is out.
Watch this space...

Lee Gwilliam

REACH BURSARIES
We love helping our members to fly! Reach Bursaries
are available to help support a Reach child to fulfil their
potential in any way, through sport, music, mobility or
adventure.

Reach Board
Lee Gwilliam
Chairman
2 Middle Barn Cottages
Hampstead Norreys
Berkshire
RG18 0SQ
Tel : 07971 170922
email: leeg@reach.org.uk

Chris Fuoco
20 Cornlands
Sampford Peverell
Tiverton
Devon EX16 7UA
Tel: 07771612414
email: chrisf@reach.org.uk

Kevin Moyes
Vice Chairman
15 Lady Housty Avenue
Newton
Swansea, SA3 4TS
Tel: 07834353877
email:
kevinm@reach.org.uk

Ruth Lester OBE
18 Church Road,
Edgbaston, Birmingham
B15 3TA
Tel: 07747 867460
email: ruthl@reach.org.uk

Phil Robertson
Treasurer
126 Ash Lodge Drive
Ash, Hampshire
GU12 6NR
Tel: 07973 363014
email: philr@reach.org.uk
Gary Phillips
2 Walden Cottages,
Westwood Lane,
Normandy, Guildford,
GU3 2JB
Tel: 07984 045575
email: garyp@reach.org.uk
Siân Brooks
15 Paullet, Sampford
Peverell,
Nr Tiverton, Devon
Tel: 01884 820223
email: sianb@reach.org.uk

Ed Pearce
9 Fraser Close,
Laindon
Basildon,
Essex SS15 6SU
Tel: 07772 543949
email: edp@reach.org.uk
Elizabeth Wilmshurst
94 Victoria Mount,
Horsforth,
Leeds, LS18 4PZ
Tel: 07852 371075.
email:
elizabethw@reach.org.uk
Clare Salters
6 Norroy Road, London
SW15 1PH
Tel: 07767 272272
email: clares@reach.org.uk

Julie Detheridge
20 Brunswick Road
Earlsdon, Coventry,
CVI1 3EX
Tel: 02476 251185
email: julied@reach.org.uk

Typically they are awarded to help pay for expensive
items like car adaptations, to enable them to learn to
drive. Bursaries have also been given to help pay for
sports training including paraclimbing and snow-boarding, musical instruments and more.
Would your child benefit from that bit extra? Apply now. Our
Bursary Panel is keen to help out. If you need help applying
just contact head office.
Max Tulloch is a talented Para Swimmer who dreams of competing for Team GB at the Paralympics in Paris in 2O24, and so
far he is on the right track. To help him achieve his goal he has
been awarded a Reach Bursary.
Max is a member of the Swim England Para Swimming Talent
Development Programme National Junior and regularly competes in Regional and National swimming events throughout
Britain. He started swimming at an early age to help develop
strength and movement in his 'little arm', and swam his way
through various classes until he joined his local competitive
swimming club, The Chalfont Otters.
At the Reach AGM in Portsmouth in 2012, Max met Claire
Cashmore who had just competed at the London 2012
Paralympics and was one of the honoured guests. He had his

photo taken with her and admired her Olympic medals. She
was his Olympic inspiration.
Max has just turned 14 and swam at the National Junior Para
Swimming Championships in Liverpool where he won six
medals. One gold (100m Breast), four silver (50m, 100m,
400m Free & 100m Fly) and a bronze (100m Backstroke). He
enjoyed having his photo taken at the most instagrammable
place in Jamaica street.
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REACH - WHO WE ARE, WHAT WE DO
A LITTLE CHARITY DOING BIG THINGS
Talking to members and outsiders at the Family Weekend, at events and on-line, it is
clear that perceptions of Reach are of a BIG charity doing big things. That is the right
kind of misconception!
With the current hiccough in replacing Jo Dixon as National Coordinator and securing
other permanent staff members, this is definitely a good time to set the record a bit
straighter: Reach is a LITTLE charity doing big things.
withinReach decided to take a look behind the scenes to see how it actually operates a
national support system from its Tavistock base, deep inside the Devon countryside.

WHAT ARE THOSE BIG THINGS?
First of all let's take a look at what the charity provides. You,
its members are the most important part. When you pay your
£36 membership fee, you become part of the Reach community of 799 families which nurtures new arrivals and gives
unparalleled peer support as your babies grow to adulthood.
The charity is what makes this community possible. It provides
a safe haven for members, managing membership - last year
we welcomed 98 new families and 35 more have joined in the
first three months of 2019 - and giving you a strong Reach
identity with branded material from T shirts to roller banners.
The organisers are there at the end of the phone to help with
queries and offer support, while the charity itself presents the
'corporate' face to organisations and institutions such as the
NHS, companies and universities. Reach seeks out and passes
on information that is relevant to our families and the website
gives access to a huge range of helpful information.
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The charity manages Reach facebook pages (see page 7) and
supports its team of volunteer branch co-ordinators who look
after members in the different parts of the UK and Ireland.
Activities, events and adventures are a key part of the charity's
output in the belief that bringing Reach children together gives
them confidence to live life to the full and enables them to
make friends with people who share their difference. These are
heavily subsidised by Reach to make them as inclusive as possible. It offers 40 subsided places at RAW - our annual activity
holiday. RAW has a phenomenal effect on young people. They
blossom. And Reach is now increasing the number of its hugely
popular family activity weekends.
A £10,000 Reach bursary fund enables members to have
adaptions to help them drive or play sport or music, and of
course there is our annual big event - the Family Weekend in
October.
Surely there is a large and bustling team of staff beavering
away behind the scenes in order to achieve all this?
NO! There is a very very busy team of just two. Abby Williams
and Kate Hoare, heroically supported by trustee Siân Brooks
and former National Coordinator Jo Dixon. That's it.

WHERE IT ALL HAPPENS
This is Tavistock Enterprise
Hub where Reach has
office space. It houses the
administrative heart of the
charity where Abby and
Kate run Reach, helped by
Siân and Jo.

Roxy, Abby's dog,
is the office Reach
mascot!

I would like to say a huge thank
you to our office team Abby and
Kate, and to Jo and Siân for their
support in recent months.
Their dedication, commitment,
and loyalty has been truly exceptional and embodies the very spirit of our Charity. Without them,
there would be no Reach.
Chairman Lee Gwilliam

You guys have been brilliant too.
Can’t thank you enough for your
support .
I thought I would share these words
of thanks sent to the girls in the office
today .... it’s been a tough old time for
them since October and I would like
to personally thank them and say how
amazing they have been ...
Siân

WHAT DOES RUNNING A CHARITY
INVOLVE DAY TO DAY?
withinReach asked Abby and Kate what they do in a typical day
in the office and it was immediately obvious that multi-tasking is
one of their key skills!
Abby has six years' experience of working for Reach and is in
the office 35 hours per week as Senior Administrator.
Kate joined Reach a year ago and does 30 hrs per week as an
administrator.
A typical day could involve any or all of the following:
Answering the phone, sometimes a very long distressing call
from a new parent.Monitoring three email addresses which is
always time consuming and so varied - anything from changing
info on the database to someone needed support.
Packing and posting out fundraising equipment and items
bought through the shop, sending out one-handed recorders
and scissor kits and dealing with the ongoing invoicing of
one-handed recorders.
Inputting new members details into the system and sending out
a welcome pack and dealing with bursary applications
Assisting branch co-ordinators with their queries, events and
members in their specific areas and moderating the main facebook group along with the extra eight groups that have now
been set up by branch co-ordinators.
Organising the five regional family weekends, taking bookings,
money, liaising with the centres etc and doing the banking,
making sure invoices are paid on time, invoicing outstanding
parties, keeping the overall accounts in order.
Helping with fundraising events including major events like
marathons and sending out birthday cards to Reach children
as well as organising the larger events such as RAW and the
family weekend at the Bristol Marriott Hotel.
Making and sustaining ongoing relationships with other organisations such as SteelBones, Team Unlimbited, Open Bionics,
Brain Plasticity Lab, Changing Faces, OHMI etc and managing
the database including bulk emailing out all relevant information
to members on a daily basis and updating the website.
Managing membership payments including direct debits and
standing order which are entered manually onto our systems
and arranging and updating volunteers' DBS checks.

Our Reach Facebook pages are a fantastic success story.
They provide a public face for our charity telling the world
about the work we do and the achievements of our children
and demonstrating their outstanding ability. The public can
‘like’ this page and we currently have 2,400 followers!
But that is just one aspect of our Facebook presence.
More important for our members is that we have CLOSED
pages that provide a safe place for Reach families to exchange very personal details, emotions, hopes and fears in
the confident knowledge that only Reach members will be
able to see them. This has 744 members and is a powerful
forum. Only paid-up members of Reach qualify to join – for
good reason – and we recommend that all members join this
main closed group.
You only have to go to the main Reach closed group page,
which welcomes members from the UK and Ireland, to see
what we mean. These are not conversations for the wider
public, and as a charity we have a duty to ensure safeguarding. This means the page is monitored by Head Office, not
as an intrusion but simply to ensure the safety of our members, and to keep these closed groups as a safe place.
The same duty of care applies to the Branch Facebook
pages. These are enormously valuable for branch members
and co-ordinators as a forum to advertise events and local
activities. These equally need to be safe spaces monitored
to ensure safety. This is a responsibility of the charity and
Head Office is working with branch co-ordinators to tidy up
out-dated membership lists to ensure our members and
associates get the most from Reach.
It is important we are sharing useful information to all of our
members including good news stories and events happening in other areas. This helps in case others would like to
attend and also share ideas. Branch co-ordinators may suggest members post on the main closed page as well if they
feel the topic would benefit the wider Reach readership.

Assisting the trustees, by organising their quarterly meetings
including sorting agendas, minutes and finance reports.

People who have associations with Reach but are not members can freely access the public page so we suggest that
posts of relevance to a wide audience than just members be
posted on the open page rather than your safe branch page.

Thanking all fundraisers and personal donors and checking
fundraising pages to include Virgin, Just Giving and BT My
Donate. General dogsbody!

With the issues of data protection and child safeguarding so
topical, we hope members will understand this guidance is
solely for their benefit.

FIND LIMB CENTRES DAUNTING?
If you are concerned about your child's visit to the Limb
Centre, national charity LimbPower might be able to help.
It has created a guide for people with limb difference and
amputees to support them by informing them about how to
make the most from their Limb Centre visits.
The guidebook is called Making the most of your limb
centre visit and there are versions appropriate for people
with either upper or lower limb difference.
The guide can be downloaded from the LimbPower website.
http://limbpower.com/index.php/resources/publications/
making-most-your-limb-centre-visit-upper-limb.

FUN RESEARCH PROJECT
Researchers at Newcastle University’s School of Engineering want to know if children can learn to use a prosthetic
hand by playing computer games. To test this idea they
have created a simple game and now need some players to
try an early design, and provide feedback. Players will wear
a small recording system on their arm which uses stickon sensors to measure muscle activity from the skin. The
system acts like a game controller and lets the player move
and use a virtual arm. The sessions will run at Newcastle
University and they're happy to cover any travel and parking
expenses. The sessions will happen at a convenient time
and date for you and your child, Monday - Friday. If anyone
is interested please could they email the Research Project
Manager, Hannah Jones at: hannah.jones@newcastle.ac.uk.
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REACH - WHO WE ARE, WHAT WE DO
MEET SOME OF OUR TRUSTEES
Phil Robertson is our
treasurer and he lives on
the Surrey/Hampshire
border. He worked for
a major bank for many
years, before taking (a
very) early retirement to
concentrate on charitable
activities.
He has been a member
of St John Ambulance for
over 40 years. He was
the Group Scout Leader for
a large Scout Group in his
village for many years,
and is currently a mountain leader and District
Commissioner for Explorer Scouts. His proudest achievement
is introducing Scouting to a local high dependency special
needs school.
Phil has a daughter, who works in international banking fraud
and is a musician with the British Legion, and a son who is a
haematology biochemist at a local general hospital, a mountain leader and Scout Leader.
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Clare (Paddi) Salters
is a new trustee. "My
inspiration for wanting
to be a Reach trustee is
my wonderful recorder
pupil, Maria, who is
just 7.
"I have always been
impressed with the
dextrous way she navigates a two-handed
world and have greatly
enjoyed our musical
journey together. We
are grateful to be able
to hire one-handed
recorders from Reach, which has made this possible, and I
wanted to be able to give something back.
"I was lucky enough to spend most of my (first) career
working on the Northern Ireland peace process, which
taught me lots of useful lessons about perseverance in the
face of obstacles and the importance of keeping a sense of
perspective. And, of course, as a civil servant, I learnt lots
of useful things about governance and process - and luckily
I love all that (often seen as dull) stuff, and am happy to put
those skills to good use helping the team at Reach office.
"Outside Reach business, I have quite a mixed portfolio of
roles - including music teaching, interviewing prospective
judges for the Judicial Appointments Commission, some
other charity governance work and helping to run a local
youth orchestra.
!Having grown up in Scotland, and spent much of my career
in Northern Ireland, I'm now based in London, where I live
with my husband Malcolm and son Jamie, 15. I look forward
to eventually meeting you all."

Julie Detheridge has been a trustee for 11 years. "I have
been a member of Reach for over 19 years, joining soon after
my son Matthew was born, who is missing his right hand.
"As a charity we are
very reliant on the support of our members,
and their friends and
families, to fundraise.
"Over the last 19 years,
along with my family,
I have undertaken a
variety of fundraising
activities from cycle
rides to coffee mornings,
fashion shows to pudding
clubs. As a trustee I
hope I can encourage
everyone to help raise
money for Reach – as the saying goes ‘Every little helps’.
"When not wearing my trustee hat, I work full time as a
secondary school teacher leading a Business Studies
department. Reach often features in lessons – organisation
structures, branding…. I am a leader at both a Rainbows
and Ranger unit, enjoy dancing, going to see musicals,
(especially watching my daughter perform) and when time
permits I enjoy a variety of craft activities."

AND NEW BRANCH CO-ORDINATORS
Craig Luke is branch co-ordinator for Wessex and
Catherine Allen is joint co-ordinator for South London.
"Mei and I joined Reach in 2014 a few days
after Henry's 20 week scan" said Craig, "And
the Reach family provided
all the support and confidence that everything
would be okay. Henry fills our lives with joy
and inspriation. He is an active, sensitive
and clever little boy who is facing some new
challenges now as he is at the age where he recognises the
reactions of others around him. This is why the Reach family
is so important so we can share ideas, experiences as well
as organising the meet-ups.
"In terms of group meet-ups I will attempt to have a summer and pre-xmas get together. I have a few ideas myself
but am very keen to understand what works for others, so
please feel free to send ideas and I will explore them. Also,
fundraising ideas are most welcome. I have done some in
the past including waxing my entire body and being forced
to stand outside Chelsea FC wearing a Santa hat! All ideas
welcome. I just need a new baker and gym before I run a
marathon! Anyhow, look forward to speaking with you all
soon! You can contact me at wessex@reach.org.uk."
Catherine writes: "Hi, I’m 31 and I live in
Surbiton, Surrey. My husband Kris is a
Quantity Surveyor in London and I am
currently a stay at home mum. We have
a two year old son called Harvey and we
joined Reach shortly after he was born. We
adore all of our Reach family and I can’t
wait to meet and help more of you as the new South London
Coordinator alongside the lovely Charlotte!"

REACH NEWS
FAREWELL TO THE FEARLESS FOUNDER OF REACH
Elizabeth 'Betty' Southwick, who founded Reach 41 years ago, died in January aged 69.
Jeremy Beadle named her ‘The Mother of Reach’ as she started the charity in her front
room in Eddy Close after the birth of her Reach daughter Elizabeth (Lizzie). Many families have benefited from Betty’s hard work and passion to give everyone the opportunity
to connect through Reach.
Betty would fight for what was right! Older members will recall her being ejected from the
House of Commons and making front page news fighting for the myo-electric arm to be
available on the NHS. Lizzie was one of the first to receive one.
Betty was born in 1949. Raised and schooled in Finsbury she could always be found either at her synchronised swimming club ‘The Mermaids’, on the high board diving, riding
round on the bus using a red rover ticket or behind a book. After college Betty started
work with janitorial cleaning as an accountant where she met her Big Alan the love of
her life! Betty and Alan ran two successful companies Speedy Clean and Standguard
Security Services in Romford, together involving their Reach daughter Elizabeth (Lizzie)
in later years, then running BE-Delights with her.
They had three children, Alan, Elizabeth and Paul, and eight grandchildren. There was
never a dull moment with Betty around! Gaining her banger racing licence to race at Arena
Essex, she lived life to the full.. meeting and working with famous names - Henry Cooper and famous places - Buckingham Palace - as well as starring on Pebble Mill at One.

NEMO ROCKS AROUND THE WORLD
"Our daughter Aurora was born with a little arm," said mum
Charmaine Hardacre. "We like to call it her 'Lucky Fin' and
we follow 'The Lucky Fin Project'. You've all seen the film
Finding Nemo and know how the little clown fish was born
with a 'Lucky Fin'. They use Nemo as their hero as Nemo
proves that being born a little differently doesn't stop you
from accomplishing anything you want to do.
"The Lucky Fin Project shares lots of inspirational stories
of other children, adults and their families who have limb
differences and these stories fill us as a family with so much
hope for Aurora's future. So after joining in the craze that is
sweeping our local community for rock decorating, hiding
and seeking, I took it as a great opportunity to make some
Nemo Rocks to help spread the word of limb difference and
what a response we have had!
"Nemo rocks have been
travelling all over the
world, making it to far
flung corners including
the Bahamas, Australia, Canada and
Mount Everest!"

OPEN BIONICS PRESSING FOR NHS
TO MAKE BIONIC LIMBS AVAILABLE
Open Bionics is keeping up its pressure on the NHS to make
its arms available on the health service. The Bristol-based company uses 3D printers to create lightweight bionic limbs that
cost a fraction of the tens of thousands of pounds they have
cost until now.
Open Bionics has been working with the NHS on the project
to develop new prostheses but when they came to the Reach
family weekend the message was soon, but not quite yet.
Co-founder Samantha Payne said: "We have created the most
affordable multi-grip bionic hand, so it's at a price point that's
affordable enough for NHS healthcare. We wanted to create a
bionic technology that was very advanced but available, democratically, to the masses."
The company is ground breaking in that it is offering these very
sophisticated prostheses to children. The Hero Arm has been a
great success for Tilly Lockey, the 13-year-old from Newcastle
who had her hands amputated due to meningitis complications,
and Reach member Cameron who gained in self esteem.
In the Star Wars movie saga Luke Skywalker lost his his right
hand following a lightsabre duel with Darth Vader, and last
year, actor Mark Hamill worked with Open Bionics to record a
message for children with limb differences.
He said: “Remember, Luke lost his hand to Vader, but that
didn’t stop him from defeating the Empire. So have courage, be
determined, and always remember that your limb difference is
your very own superpower.
“May the Force be with you all.”
And Hamill sent a special message to Cameron: "Congratulations to you for @openbionics getting you that really, really cool
bionic Hero Arm, Cameron. They say you are a big #StarWars
fan and I just wanted you to know that I am a BIG fan of yours
and watching this video made me super, super happy!"
Open Bionics hopes the technology could be available for
children on the NHS from next year.
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NEED TO KNOW
LONDON PLASTICITY RESEARCH LAB
The Plasticity Lab in London, led by Dr Tamar Makin, studies
how the brain modifies itself when there are changes to the
body, like a hand loss. This process is called ‘plasticity’, or
‘reorganisation’. Our objective is to gain a better understanding of how brain plasticity happens. This will help us facilitate
difficulties people may face when using prosthetics or with
phantom limb pain. More generally, we aim to further our
comprehension of brain function and the extent of its plastic
nature. Below are some of the research projects the group
has recently launched. We will be happy to tell you more
about our research, or invite you to take part in our studies.
Please contact us via www.plasticity-lab.com.
Can tactile training enhance motor control?
Sensory feedback is crucial in order to execute successful
movement. A loss of input to the part of the brain which
receives these inputs can lead to impairments in motor control, having devastating impacts on interactions in daily life.
Research has shown that sensory and motor brain areas
share a close, reciprocal relationship within the brain. In a
creative project, the team will aim to harness this bidirectional relationship between these two brain areas, specifically
asking whether we can develop the learning of a new motor
skill by training touch (using a task we call ‘tactile music’).
This project will have interesting implications for the future of
prosthetics and aiding motor recovery in stroke patients via
passive tactile training.
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Do supernumerary robotic fingers influence brain
organisation?
In recent years, there has been increased interest in
augmentative technologies that enhance the physical and
cognitive abilities of the human body. Incredibly, these
technologies are no longer science fiction – engineers are
designing robotic fingers and even entire arms to augment
our own. However, these innovative devices introduce
various theoretical and practical challenges. What resources
can the brain employ to control a body part that has never
been there before? In this project, we will work with supernumerary robotic fingers, designed to allow the user to
single-handedly perform typically bimanual tasks. Using the
human sensory brain area as a model, we will investigate
the neural correlates of hand augmentation.
Brain maps; the modulatory element of brain plasticity
Throughout our life, we receive uncountable sensory
stimulations. That’s true for all senses, including touch as
we continuously receive tactile sensations from all over our
body. Via the process of plasticity, our brain responds to
them by developing maps that represent our different body
parts. These maps reflect the respective importance of our
different limbs in terms of touch. This bias in representation leads to the allocation of a much larger space to the
hands, and especially to the fingers, than to the back, for
example, as these body parts send more sensory inputs to
the brain. Maps like these develop according to one’s daily
experience, and our brain plasticity allows for them to vary
depending on the use we have of our limbs.
Work in the lab has tried to look further into these maps, and
to see how different they could be in people with one hand
(or no hands at all). Focusing on the maps representing the
fingers, our studies have used brain imaging, and especially
fMRI. It is a powerful tool with which we can

precisely characterise the maps of an individual’s fingers.
As the creation of such maps\relies on the experience of
tactile stimulation, people born without a hand don’t develop
the brain representations related to that hand. However,
our research has shown that this is not true for amputees.
Asking participants who had lost one of their hand to move
their missing hand (i.e. phantom movement), we were able
to map the brain representations of their fingers, and found
that these were still present, long after the loss of the hand.
The discovery that amputees keep the same cerebral organisation after their loss is impressive, as this organisation
is sometimes still preserved for decades. This may suggest
interesting opportunities, when robotic prosthesis one day
rely on sensory maps, for the representation of the missing
limb to be usable by patients to control their artificial limb.

More maps and compensatory behaviours
Our world is designed for bimanuals. Yet, individuals with
a missing hand develop compensatory strategies with their
body, allowing them to be fully functional. A large project
currently taking place is trying to characterise such compensatory be avioural strategies to their full complexity
and determine how such altered behaviour shapes brain
reorganisation in a new research project. This project aims
to investigate the causal relationship between the reorganisation observed in the brain regions which receive sensory
inputs and the compensatory behaviours developed by
one-handers. The Plasticity Lab is now collaborating with
Durham University’s Psychology Department with whom the
research will focus on the developmental aspect of brain
plasticity. Indeed, this collaboration will put children born
without a hand at the heart of new studies in order to better
understand different brain organisation in the very first few
years of life.

Researchers David and Tamar with Kirsty who is an
acquired amputee, and Clay, on the right, who was born
without his left hand and is wearing a prosthesis.

NEED TO KNOW
DURHAM PSYCHOLOGY DEPT
Researchers at the Cowie Lab at Durham University
Psychology Department work in collaboration with the UCL
Plasticity Lab. They study how children learn to perceive and
control their own bodies.This is obviously something very
special for Reach children, who have their own challenges
and often their own imaginative solutions.
"We may have met some of you at the Reach Family weekends and we’re hoping to stay in touch as we learn more
about your amazing children," said Dr Dorothy Cowie.

CENTRE FOR APPEARANCE RESEARCH:
working to support people living with visible differences.

It is estimated that more than one million people in the UK
alone have an appearance that is in some way ‘visibly different’
either since birth or at a later date, for example as a result of
a medical condition or an accident. Looking different to most
other people can be challenging in many ways. Unfortunately,
we are seemingly bombarded with images of the body beautiful through traditional and social media, and sometimes it can
seem as if society has become obsessed with appearancerelated issues.
For more than 20 years a team of psychologists at the Centre
for Appearance Research (CAR) at the University of the West
of England in Bristol (UWE) has been examining issues around
appearance and body image, specifically the role it plays in
people’s lives and ways to help those who are struggling as a
result of appearance-related issues.

Ella, a 21-month old using
her legs and feet to open a
bag, and Daniel, an 8 year
old using his feet to stabilise
an object.

This charity runs completely on
volunteers. Its aim is to connect the
amputee community, create friendships and provide an extensive proactive support network. It operates by sharing latest news on
stump health, promoting healthy and active lifestyles, signposting useful services, therapists, personal trainers, sports clubs
and providing flexible career opportunities through partners
and associates.
Paul, the Steel Bones events manager has invited Reach to
join the charity at its Annual Celebration Day on July 21 at
The Beeches, Isleham near Cambridge. The day runs from
noon until 6pm with family fun, games, inclusive sports tasters, holistic taster treatments, expert workshops and a panel
Q&A. There will be a samba band, choir and hopefully Para
Dance performing.
Around 300 amputee family members are expected to attend
and it is all free. Grants are available for people travelling
more than 100 miles to attend the event.
Check out the blog: https://steelbone.co.uk/how-can-steelbones-help-me/
Steel Bones have just launched its new help/chat line which
is designed to provide proactive advice and support over
the phone to amputee families. The chat/helpline is run by
volunteers all of whom are either amputees or amputee family
members. They may not have all the answers but their first
hand experience is invaluable to making a real difference to
the other person on the phone. So if you want or need advice,
want talk something through or find out more information, call:
01223 734 000.
The opening hours are 9am – 7pm on weekdays and 10am
– 6pm on Saturdays. This is a brand new venture for Steel
Bones so please be patient with the volunteers as they get to
grips with the new system.
www.steelbone.co.uk, 01223 734 000

The team at CAR have previously investigated why some
adults with a visible difference manage well, whilst others with
a similar difference report problems such as feeling anxious,
or avoidant of social situations or relationships. Their research,
which has previously included a study of more than 1,200
adults with a variety of differences, has demonstrated the
importance of psychological and social factors including having
an optimistic outlook on life, feeling accepted by other people,
having support from family and friends, and not worrying about
being judged negatively by other people.
This research has informed new ways of helping adults who
might benefit from some support with managing the impact and
consequences of having a visible difference. The team are now
interested in understanding more about the best ways of helping children and young people, and are embarking on a new
study that will help them to identify whether the same factors
influence adjustment amongst children as they do amongst
adults. This study will be launched during 2019, and will involve
completing some questionnaires online. Parents of young
people with upper limb differences who would be interested in
taking part are asked to contact the team at CAR via Bruna.
Oliveiracosta@uwe.ac.uk
Another important area of CAR’s research is around positive
body image – which is defined as appreciating and respecting
our bodies. This can be encouraged by focusing on what our
bodies can do, rather than how they look. New research at
CAR is testing the effectiveness of a new intervention that is
intended to increase positive body image. It involves writing
about what our bodies can do, such as letting us laugh at a
friend’s jokes, walk on a beach, tell our family that we love
them, taste good food, watch a film, listen to music, paint a picture, cook a good meal, recover from illness, or heal a wound.
The team at CAR are currently looking for adults over 18 years
of age to help them with this study, which takes place online.
If you are interested in taking part in this study, or would like to
learn more about it, please contact Ella.Guest@uwe.ac.uk.
The team at CAR are always pleased to hear from people
wanting to help with their research, and are looking forward to
working with Reach in the future. You can find more information
about the Centre for Appearance Research by going to their
website www.uwe.ac.uk/car or following them on Twitter (@
CAR_UWE) or Facebook (@AppearanceResearch).
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NEED TO KNOW
Reach members first met Mitt at last October's
Family Weekend in Bristol. Enthusiastic young
graduates who had just launched a prosthetics company with a difference producing soft,
flexible, comfortable sockets for a range of
bespoke tools/adaptions.
At the start of 2018 Mitt was but a glint in engineering students
Ben and Nate's eyes. "Since then we built our first working prototype; We partnered with five of the most wonderful limb loss
charities in the country (Reach is one of them!)
"We won early stage funding; We graduated...We moved into
our first office - thank you Imperial Hackspace! We were invited to talk at the World Economic Forum and we presented at
BioJapan in Yokohama thanks to the Department of International Trade!
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"We partnered with
the coolest surgeon
in the world to lead
our clinical studies;
We filed our first
patent; We found
help for Ben’s sister
and gained an
ambassador for our
lower limb prostheses; We started
our first month long
pilot and met some
amazing people in the London & Partners Business Growth
Programme.
"And we won an Enterprise Fellowship and £50,000 from the
Royal Academy of Engineering;
We’ve met inspiring people and
try to inspire the next generation of engineers along the way
"What we’re trying to say is
thank you for your advice, your
patience, and your feedback as
we continue to build Mitt into
something that people with limb
differences around the world
can be proud of."
Within Reach caught up with Nate in March. “Mitt has grown
exponentially and we are just about keeping focus,” he said.
“Since the Family Weekend we have completed our first
trial with a couple of people including Reach member Owain
Beesley. We are concentrating on upper limbs as we realised
people needed to do lots of things. Hands do a million things
and we have increased our range of adaptions to about 15,
enabling people to do specific things like drumming, gardening
and cooking. The tools just click in and click out of the flexible
socket.
Melissa Beesley said Owain benefited enormously from
taking part in the trial. "I got in touch with Nate and after taking Owain's measurements he made an arm to fit him with
three separate attachments for things like holdiig a pencil
and cutting up food. The one that suited Owain best was the
one with the knife attachment but the biggest thing he got
out of the trial was the feeling of importance in taking part in
research with such a cool young man as Nate and having
his feedback listened to."

“We finished the trial in November and had some awesome
feedback. A second trial with 10 different people is on the way.
We are giving them each an arm for a couple of weeks to get
their feedback.
“This year is when we want to start getting them out there in the
market place. The arm is like a shoe. It doesn’t need a bespoke
fitting. We are about specific functionality. Instead of having
a rigid socket ours are more about comfort. We manufacture
them from trainer type material which is breathable, comfortable and is designed to be used on the skin.
“My thesis was about how to transmit load using flexible components. I got to the point where part of the design is rigid, like
the sole of a shoe, but the rest is flexible. It is just rigid where it
needs to transmit load.
“The sockets are very simple and will cost around £200. The
individual tools will cost from around £20 - £50. I’ve been asked
to make tools to hold a violin bow, hold flower stems for flower
arranging, hold an archery bow and hold a skipping rope.
“Future plans include incorporating mechanical movement and
eventually electronic movement.”
If you are interested in taking part in the Mitt project, contact
Ben or Nate at: Nate@WearMitt.com, Ben@WearMitt.com.
Mob: 07940498371, 07464317822
Website: www.WearMitt.com.

3D PRINTED ARMS AVAILABLE FREE
David Hoskins runs a small 3D printing business and he has
gained experience making the Team Unlimbited prosthetic
arms. He is offering to provide a selection of mechanical
arms free of charge. If this type of arm is not suitable he is
also offering to make robotic and bionic upgraded arms at
cost price.
David is just a one man and so is limited on how many arms
he can produce so it will be on a strict first come first serve
basis. He is based in Devon but he is happy to send his
arms anywhere in the UK.
If you would like to contact David, email him on:
d.hosker.1991@gmail.com"

ADVICE FOR SCHOOL LEAVERS
Disability Rights UK has updated their guidance to Higher
Education. It has good advice about applying for Disabled
Student's Allowance (DSA) and on applying to college
(some of which is applicable to non-disabled peaple, too.)
Go to https://www.disabilityrightsuk.org/fundinghighereducation and check out Funding higher education for disabled
students 2019/20 . Fact Sheet R5. This fact sheet tells you
about the financial support that is available and where to
apply for it.
There are a number of support measures in place which
may lessen the cost and, in any case, you don’t need to pay
any cash up front. Even more importantly, the repayment
system has changed.
Need help? Call our Disabled Students Helpline
Telephone: 0330 995 0414
Opening hours: 11am-1pm on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Email: students@disabilityrightsuk.org

ROMANCE IN THE AIR
When Jo-Jo was a little girl in primary school, she opened her
copy of Within Reach and saw a picture of someone 'just like
me' with a little arm, getting married. "I don't know why but it
made me feel like anything was possible," she said. "Something so 'normal' and so 'ordinary', but lovely."
Now she hopes that her romantic wedding photos will inspire
the next generation of Reach children with confidence that they
will also have romantic relationships and fairy-tale weddings,
just like her.
Jo-Jo McQueen has never let her limb difference get in her
way. She gained a BSc (Hons), PGCE and NASC, is a former
international athlete (S9 SB8 SM9 Swimmer & Tri4 Paratriathlete) - British, European and World Record Holder.
These days she is a swim school manager
and head teacher and a motivational
speaker.
Jo-Jo was born without her left
elbow, lower arm and hand as well
as many other physical disabilities
found out throughout her childhood and adolescence. "My
family has never made a fuss
over my disabilities," she said.
"I was brought up to do the best
I could, just the same as my older
brother. No special treatment in
the Cranfield household! And I am
eternally grateful for the wonderful
upbringing I had.
"I remember distinctly getting a Reach
magazine in the post when I was in primary
school and seeing a picture of a lady 'just like me'
getting married,
"Kyle and I got married in Las Vegas and then honeymooned
in California. We met when I was 14 (he was 15) at a local park
in Essex during the school holidays, I joined him on his paper
round and the rest is history really. We live together and have a
rescue dog called Roy after Walt Disney's brother.
"Our wedding was fabulous! We jetted off to Las Vegas and
had our suite upgraded to a strip view deluxe suite which was
bigger than our entire home. We were joined by my mum, dad,
brother and Kyle's mum, one of his brothers and their fiancé.
We stayed in Vegas for the week and were married at 6pm on
Saturday 20th October 2018.
"We really did DO Vegas - the shows, the experiences, the
drag queens, the gambling, the zip-lining down Fremont Street
and the shopping and throughout every single experience I
was made to feel like a bride, not a lady with one arm.
"On the actual wedding day, I wore a beautiful red sequin dress
that displayed both my arms which is something I don't usually
like to do due to the different shape and size of my arms and
shoulders - but I rocked it (even if I do say so myself). People
wherever we went complimented us. We took photos with the
Fabulous Las Vegas sign, went on a gondola ride in The Venetian, rode roller coaster rides and ate at several famous eateries (something most brides I'm sure don't do on their wedding
day haha). Then it came to getting ready for the ceremony.
"I had a polka dot white sheer overall dress that transformed
me into the bride I don't think anyone expected! I also changed
my shoes (shoes are most definitely my thing).
Kyle didn't know about the changes and limos delivered us to

the chapel separately with our respective
families.'Elvis' greeted me into the chapel
and my dad prepared my veil.
"The time had come. My brother, a world
renowned curiosity dealer, was the ring
bearer. I had always joked the I'd get a bangle
for my little arm instead of wearing rings on 'the
wrong hand' - I came round to the right hand in the
end! I walked down the aisle with my daddio holding
my little arm.
"It was the weird fairy tale that I never could have dreamed
of coming true. The fun didn't stop there though, as we went
for dinner at The Top of the World and jumped off The Stratosphere to finish the day off. It is 829 feet above the Neon Strip
and holds a Guinness World Record as the highest commercial
decelerator descent.
"A few days after the wedding we left our families and went
on to California. We are Disney people, we go to the parks all
over the world and Disneyland in Anaheim is the birth place
of Disney. We even changed our name to McQueen when we
got married (after Lightening McQueen from Cars), so going to
CARS LAND was very important to us. Again, the whole experience was just perfect. We took trips in our hired Mustang all
over California, including having a swim with beluga whales in
San Diego! I was lucky enough to be a bride every single day."

THE LIMBBO
FOUNDATION
"Limbbo Foundation created
a fantastic balance bike adaption for our son's 2nd birthday," writes Catherine Allen.
"They not only created the
adaption but also purchased
the bike for Harvey!
"Their website is limbbofoundation.co.uk. The couple that
run it have been so lovely and
kind to us."
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LIZZIE'S DREAM CAME TRUE
one man band changing gear, indicating, throttle all on my right
hand but I passed my CBT (Compulsory Basic Training) after
two lessons. Unfortunately I wasn’t able to ride on the road
without an instructor though, as it was a high cc, so I continued
my lessons. I took 2 MOD1 tests, this involved riding on a test
pad around cones showing manoeuvres including figure of
8, u-turn, slalom and speed. No cones must be knocked over
during the test and no foot down during u-turn, shoulder checks
need to be done. I did put my foot down on test one and tipped
a cone in test two.
"I had added pressure as I was told I had to have an extended
test, which are compulsory for a biker with a disability but unfortunately there aren’t many made available. I would have to find
two tests together and convert them, this could mean I would
wait weeks between tests, and I found this so unfair.
"Since the age of five I’ve always been drawn to motorbikes,"
writes Lizzie Southwick. "Much to both my parents' fears I
would always gravitate towards them, whether a cruiser, sports
bike or scrambler. I felt it, you know the feeling that makes the
hairs on the back of your neck stand on end.
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"My parents gave me dance classes, music lessons, sports,
swimming and diving. These all kept me extremely busy with
competitions and then on to years within musical theatre
performing in many professional musicals and modelling. But
throughout my life I was told not to ride. it was impossible,
even selfish! Fast forward 40 years of dreaming, not forgetting
being the responsible parent to my three children as ‘bikes are
dangerous’, and I finally sat down and decided my children had
grown up and now was my time.
"I started researching how I could get a full bike licence, it
wasn’t easy that’s for sure! The internet became my best friend
and stumbled across the NABD (National Association for
Bikers of Disability) I had numerous calls with one of their advisors who introduced me to the ‘K-lever’, which was available
through a grant from the NABD. They also provide a ‘Learner
Loner’ 125cc motorbike to learn on, delivered at a small cost of
£150 which I could have for three months - great! After a year
of waiting for it, I got impatient and decided to look into funding
my own K-lever.
"This cost just over £1,000 but I saved up and spoke to SL
Motorcycle Training. Sarah was great, she was honest that she
would be learning with me as she hadn’t ever taught anyone
with my limb difference before. The only snag was she didn’t
have a suitable bike with adaptations.She advised me to get
my theory test and then book lessons. Finally all in place
except the ‘Learner Loner’ bike, I decided I couldn’t wait any
longer and looked into buying my own 125cc and get it adapted. Sarah spoke to DVLA and explained my situation, they
agreed I could do my CBT on a different cc bike!
"Out I went and bought my first shiny bike! A beautiful Suzuki
Gladius 650cc. I couldn’t test ride it due to no licence and plus
it wasn’t set up for my difference, so I just had to hope for the
best. I had my K-lever fitted- this is a piece of kit that has the
clutch and brake lever fitted on top of each other. I then had to
research switches to have my indicators, horn and light switch
all mounted on the right hand side of the handle bars. No
mechanic I spoke to could help, until I spoke to Chris Ganley a
thunder sport bike racer. Finally I found a universal switch and
it completed the transformation.
"So never having been on a bike I didn’t have a clue! I don’t
even drive a manual car. I struggled, I cried, I even wanted to
give up! But my instructor persevered with me. I felt like I was a

"I had a different instructor one day and I lost all my confidence,
due to him saying: 'Women shouldn’t be riders'; 'I shouldn’t ride
as I could lose the other arm' and 'I should have counselling
about my disability,' which was very upsetting. Sadly I changed
schools. I also decided I wasn’t progressing with the K-lever
due to having too many levers and switches on my right hand.
"I spoke to DVLA and they recommended Art Rider Training, in
Basildon, and they helped me through my test fears. I decided
to change my bike for a Honda NC750S DCT (dual clutch control) an automatic bike! I had caused myself so much anxiety to
not fail as I knew I was under a microscope whilst doing tests.
Instructors Andy, Darren, and Rich all had ideas but ultimately it
was all down to me to find a way.
"I had previously worn my Myo-electric arm during lessons but
I would have to switch it off on the handle bar and as there is
no thumb release anymore this was a problem if I needed to
get off the bike in an emergency, I then tried my passive arm
but would have to release my own (little arm) from the socket
to corner. I needed to find something with wrist movement. I
consulted my local limb centre who said: ‘ride a motorbike? I’ll
be fitting you with prosthetic legs’, so I felt utterly deflated. In
the one place I thought I’d get help, it wasn’t there.
"My partner Neil came across an ‘artist hand’ that was wooden
but it had moveable wrist and finger joints! I was sure if we put
our heads together we could make something? Tada! We used
an old cast from my passive arm, attached the artist hand to
the cast & put a silicone skin over it and voila! Prototype hand
made, the next day I trailed it on the bike and couldn’t believe
the difference it made! I applied Velcro to the handle bar and
palm of bike glove to give more confidence, The next day was
test day… I passed Mod1! That was lucky as I needed to get
the second Mod2 passed before December 2018 as a new law
of what bikes couldn’t be used on test was coming into force
in January 2019!! And my bike was on it! Finally my test day
arrived and I knew this was it. I passed!
"Throughout the whole experience I was caring for Mum and
really scared I’d get in trouble (even at my age) so I kept it
secret and after I passed I showed Mum the video of me on a
lesson. I wanted Mum to be the first person to see me on my
bike, so as soon as I passed I rode round to Mum and showed
her my bike, Mum then looked at me and said “I’m so proud of
you and everything you’ve achieved in your life, what took you
so long? And what’s next? Keep doing me proud” I wasn’t expecting that! So now all my hard work was worth it! Don’t ever
give up on your dreams, they’ll be people that say you
can’t, shouldn’t, but as I’ve proved - nothing is impossible.
The open road is my saviour and a place for adventure."
Lizzie can be followed on Instagram @bionicbikerchick

MAX - ACTOR AND MUSICIAN
Max Runham is not only a rising star in the acting world but he also plays a number of instruments including piano, drums and
guitar – proving that despite limb difference you can work in a mainstream environment without necessarily being typecast. A few
years ago his band played for the Reach ball.
withinReach caught up with Max at the Watermill in Newbury where he was playing Duncan in Shakespeare’s Macbeth. “I just
stumbled across acting when a local youth theatre advertised in my primary school and it clicked in my head, as I had always
enjoyed school plays," he said. "I became hooked, so I ended up doing an A level course in drama and then went to drama school.
Now it is my career. I haven’t had any problems over appropriate roles. I don’t know if I missed out on parts because of my little arm
or whether I got parts because of box ticking, but all in all I don’t think I have suffered a great deal in terms of casting and opportunities.
“All the television stuff I have done has been one- armed casting. I am up for a TV job now for a one-armed character but this is
not the case in theatre. A lot of TV is new and fresh, whereas plays are more likely to be old so where there is now a push to be
inclusive parts are being written in.
“Music is my main passion and I was going to dedicate time to music this year but now the TV job is happening so it will have to
wait. Music is where my heart is. I play guitar, piano and drums and I sing. I am in the process of forming a band but the TV job is
putting a spanner in the works.
“I learned guitar by trial and error. I put a sock on my little arm and it softens the sound
on the strings. It’s a nice soft sound. Piano was the first instrument I learned. My dad
brought one home one day and I just commandeered it. I can’t do too much in the bass
hand so I gravitated to writing my own music. I use an attachment for drumming.
“I find positivity is a bonus as you can either sink or swim. I was very lucky to have
supportive people around me and I have never felt inhibited. I was treated like a normal
brother, getting beaten up and treated normally.”
Max is from Hextable in Kent. While training at Rose Bruford, he landed his first TV
role, appearing in Hollyoaks. Since then he has appeared in New Wolsey Theatre,
Nottingham Playhouse, Birmingham Repertory Theatre, West Yorkshire Playhouse and
Graeae's production of The Threepenny Opera, HOME theatre's production of Simon
Stephens' The Funfair, The Family Way by Bill Naughton at the Bolton Octagon, Greyscale's Gods Are Fallen and All Safety Gone. Most recently, Max made his debut with
the National Theatre and Complicite in A Pacifist's Guide to The War on Cancer.
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AMY - THE FACE OF UK PARA-TAEKWONDO
The Paralympic Games will feature the martial art of Taekwondo for the first time in Tokyo 2020, and Reach member and Gold
Medallist Amy Truesdale hopes to be the face of the British team.
Amy, 30, from Chester, joined the GB Taekwondo Academy in Manchester full-time last year following UK Sport's decision to invest
£519,000 in a Para-taekwondo programme before its Paralympic debut. As a result,
Amy has benefited from training within the set-up that helped able bodied athletes
Jade Jones and Bianca Walkden claim their respective Olympic and World Titles.
Amy was Para World Champion in 2014 and 2017. She lost to a rival last year but
has bounced back at the African Para Open Championships in Hurghada, Egypt, defeating reigning European gold medallist, Aynur Mammadona 14-11 in the final of the
K34 +58kg category. She was also awarded ‘best female athlete of the tournament.’
“I was always treated exactly the same as everyone else and I have never felt
excluded,” said Amy. “I did exactly the same as other people. With a disability I just
had to push myself a bit more. My mum and dad were really good and didn’t treat me
any differently and it was my parents who got me into Taekwondo. They thought it
would be a brilliant skill for my sister and me to learn.
“Martial arts taught me discipline and made me more courteous, and improved my
self control and self discipline. You take these skills and use them in everyday life.
I have been doing Taekwondo for 22 years and last year I went professional. I am
financed by UK Sport and the National Lottery which rewards me according to my
medal status.
"I’m in a very good position at the moment and will be funded for the next few years.
In December I should qualify for the 2020 Paralympic Games. I train twice a day,
Monday to Friday at the National Taekwondo Centre in Manchester. I train with able
bodied athletes but two years ago we got the vote for Taekwondo to be a Paralympian
sport. I am the face of Para-taekwondo on the UK and I am proud to be promoting
disability in sport. I would say don’t let your disability define you. You can do absolutely anything you put your mind to in school, in your hobbies. Use it as a positive to
push you forward.”

YOUNG AVIATORS
FLYING DAYS 2019
Providing youngsters from 6-18 suffering limb loss, limb impairment or other
disability, the opportunity of experiencing flying activities around Great Britain
Please see below for details of an event near you and dates
Sat 4 May

Moray Flying Club Kinloss Barracks, Forres, Morayshire IV36 3UH

Sat 11 May

Shropshire Flying Club Sleap Aerodrome, Harmer Hill,
Shropshire SY4 3HE

Sat 18 May

Eshott Airfield Morpeth, Northumberland NE65 9QJ

Sat 25 May

Isle of Wight Airport Scotchells Brook Lane, Sandown, IoW PO36 0JP

Fri 31 May

Hull Aero Club Beverley Airfield, Linley Hill, Leven,
East Yorkshire HU17 5LT

Sat 8 June

Henstridge Airfield The Marsh, Henstridge, Templecombe,
Somerset BA8 0TN

Sun 23 June

West London Aero Club White Waltham Aerodrome, Maidenhead,
Berkshire SL6 3NJ

Sun 29 June

Pembrokeshire Flying Club Haverfordwest Airport, Fishguard Road,
Haverfordwest SA62 4BN

Sat 6 July

Ulster Flying Club Portaferry Road, Newtownards, Co Down BT23 8SG

Sat 13 July

Sherburn Aero Club New Lennerton Lane, Sherburn in Elmet,
North Yorkshire LS25 6JE

Sat 20 July

City Airport & Heliport Manchester Liverpool Road, Eccles,
Manchester M30 7SA
Established 1982

For further information and to register go to:

douglasbaderfoundation.com
and follow the BRAVES link

DOUGLAS BADER FOUNDATION

Seren Fitzgerald
Fiadh Counihan
Josph Duncan

Holly Scott

Oscar Milton
Florence Rose Clarkson

Carter Tyson
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Roman Aremo
Kayla Rainey

Welcome to the Reach family!
Your children will gain enormously from
sharing experiences with members their
own age and will make friends for life.

Annabel Smith
Ezra Mason

MY LITTLE ARM ROCKS DAY

When four Reach children dressed up for World Book Day as Chops, the heroine
of books about a little girl with a little arm, author Matthew Jenkins was inspired
to create a day exclusively for people with little arms.
Starting next year on the 9th March, two days after World Book Day and the day
after International Women's Day comes My Little Arm Rocks Day
"It will be an opportunity to show your uniqueness
off to the world. to be proud, be confident, be you!"
he said.
To take part, simply draw a picture of yourself rocking your little arm and post it on Facebook or to the
Chops Facebook page. The only important thing is
doing it. It's fun and completely free. Share it online
with the hashtag #mylittlearmrocks or #internationalchopsday and encourage kids and adults the
world over to celebrate their uniqueness.
Check out the details at mylittlearmrocks.com.

THANK YOU ALL !

WONDERFUL GREAT GRANDPARENTS

SPORTY HEROES

Congratulations to Joseph
Tinsley-Black who raised
more than £2,500 cycling
from Nottingham to Great
Ormond Street!
Reach member Christopher
Whitby, pictured right, ran
the Glasgow Half Marathon
in September and raised
£410 including gift aid.

GO TWERZELS!
Wokingham Rock Choir presented a cheque for £1000 to
Reach. Oakley Lynch is a Reach member and his great
grandma Sheila Spiller is a keen singer. She is a member of
the rock choir, and she also asked for donations for Reach
this year instead of 80th birthday gifts. She raised £250.
Sadly Oakley's other great granny, pictured left, passed away, and £300 was
collected for Reach.
£1,135 was raised in memory of Moira
Inch, the great grandmother of Luca
Cook aged 4.
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Tributes to much loved great grandfather
and school teacher Frank O’Mahony
raised £758.30 for Reach. His granddaughter Catherine Allen, whose son
Harvey is a Reach child, said Frank was
the best. "He was a fantastic teacher who
was like a father to so many students,
many of whom came to his funeral.
Even in great success he was so
modest, kind and generous and never
changed. He was my hero my whole
life and is dearly missed. He absolutely
loved Harvey and was so supportive of
what Reach does."

RUNNING IN CROCHET? DON'T ASK!
Ben Pitfield ran an extremely windy and hilly
Larmer Tree Marathon
run by White Star Running, wearing a crotchet
suit (don’t ask)!
He raised about
£1,589.90 including gift
aid to be split between
Reach and another
charity MACs.
"White Star Running
have been fab," said
Kayley, "They have supported the fundraising by
offering entry into a prize
draw for those that had
made a donation."

Twerzel member Mark Townsend
donated £20. "I had the privilege of
performing at the annual party in
Bristol. It was truly inspiring. Sian
booked us and hopefully she will
call on us for our services next year,
it will be a pleasure to perform for
you all again. Can I also say what
a great guy Alex Brooker is, he
gave us a lot of his time for selfies
etc and couldn't have been nicer! We wish you all the best for
2019. Mark and the Twerzels."

THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROSITY
In December, Baylee Abbott did another talk entitled 'The positive power of being different' at the Ignite event in Liverpool.
There was a subsequent fundraising event to show the video
and £365 was raised for Baylee's chosen charity Reach.
Children in the reception class at Werrington Primary School in
Peterborough held a collection after their nativity play performances and raised £145.72.
Rachel and Mark Stevens donated £40. "The year our daughter
Francesca was born we stopped sending Christmas cards and
instead donate the money to Reach," said Rachel.
The Joseph Strong Frazer Trust made a generous donation of
£1,500.
Frank Letch gave a talk to the 1st Okehampton Scout Group
and as a thank you, the Cubs decided to make Christmas
decorations and sell them to parents at the end of the evening
in aid of Reach. The Cubs were in awe of all Frank's abilities!
They raised £48.50.
Abigail Owen raised £70.80 through a Phoenix card night.
PayPal Giving Fund donated £295, a grant made possible by
donors who recommended the funds go to Reach.
Hailey Bailey, mum of Sam, organised a dress down day at her
work, Pinsent Masons, in Leeds and raised £175.64.
£509.40 was raised by great fundraising duo Julie Detheridge
and her mum Linda Stokes, from coffee mornings and Christmas craft sales.
St Mary's Primary School in Woodham Ferrers, Chelmsford,
raised £119.30.
Asha Strong donated £50, "A friend of ours had a baby this
year, with shorter arms and a few fingers missing but they
mentioned the fantastic work you were doing in this area so we
made it our Christmas charity to donate to. We hope our small
contribution goes to some use to help likes of little Alex as he
grows, albeit he's already a flourishing, independent little boy,"
said Asha.

David House, whose colleague has a Reach child, donated
£15. "A group of us climbed Kilimanjaro back in 2003, followed
by a couple of other mountain climbs, to raise money for
Reach. Every now and again I get invited to different groups to
talk about the expeditions. I never charge for the talks, but if I
am given a donation, it gets split equally between Reach and
Steps," he said.
Taylor Wimpey donated £500 to the West Midlands branch.
Richard and Judith Bailey donated £200.
The Richard Kirkman Trust donated £500.
The Gillingham Lodge of Friendsip raised £300 at a Christmas
Family Dinner. D.W Booth from the Lodge is Summer's grandfather and with the members knowing her, it was a unanimous
decision to support Reach.

The Club Weekenders raised £50 by their members through a
quiz night.
Jake and Michelle Evans donated £300 raised by Milford Haven
Manchester Club Buffs last summer. Derrick Abbot asked for it
to be used for the Wales branch.
Loyal supporters Sara and David Dunne, friends of the Humphreys family, donated £20, as they have done every year
since Lewis Humphrey was born 15 years ago.
Members of Heacham Manor Golf Club in Norfolk raised £56.
The collection box was organised by Reach child Humphrey
Keeper's grannie Ann Keeper.

Des Latimer, a former colleague of Charlotte Fielder, and his
wife Rosemary donated £10.
Rebekah Wright, a teacher at Gordon Primary School in Aberdeenshire, asked parents who came to watch the nativity play
to make a contribution to Reach and raised £75. "We chose
this charity as I have a pupil in my class who was born with
no arm from just below his left elbow and so we felt it was
appropriate," said Rebekah. "I have personally found your
website very helpful when assisting my pupil in settling into
school comfortably, so thank you for that and well done for all
the great work you do."
£240 was collected after the funeral in memory of Bob Leighton
who was the great uncle of Reach member Lewis Humphreys.
Bob was the brother of Sheila Humphreys, Lewis's Grandma,
who has been a huge supporter of Reach since Lewis was
born with Polands Syndrome in 2003. We were very touched
that they chose Reach as their nominated charity.
AMAFC's Mums Of Steel, a group of mums getting fit again
after having their babies held a Coffee Morning in aid of Reach
"because we love the 3 C's. Cakes, Coffee and Charity." They
raised £60 to be shared between Reach and the National
Autistic Society.
Reach Funds instead of Christmas Cards
Barbara Collis from Leeds donated £30 in lieu of Christmas
cards for her friends at church and Sharon Fox raised £87 in
lieu of Monton Bridge Christmas cards.
Staff at Watson-Marlow in Falmouth raised £1000 in lieu of
Christmas cards split between five charities including Reach.
The congregation of St Gabriel's Church, Blackburn, decided to
donate money in lieu of Christmas Cards last year. One of the
congregation has a Reach grandson so we felt it appropriate to
send the money raised, £72, to you. "God bless you in all your
work with these children."

40TH ANNIVERSARY FUNDRAISING
Reach trustee Liz Wilmshurst set
up a fundraising page with the idea
of encouraging people to raise £40
in 40 days to celebrate Reach's
40th birthday.
By the end of the 40 days she had
raised nearly 10 times that amount!
With gift aid her total was £396.50!

KPMG BIRMINGHAM SPORTS DAY
KPMG LLP in Birmingham held a charity sports day last
September, which raised a magnificent total of £2,215.
Thank you, Heather Coates, Manager of KPMG's Midlands
Restructuring practice. The sports day and bbq was held for
some of their clients. It was a great success with challenges
such as welly wanging, sumo wrestling and an inflatable
obstacle course being enjoyed by all. The grand finale was a
tough relay race, and afterwards the winners of the tournament were crowned. When the games finished, everyone
enjoyed a bbq and a raffle was held - with some great prizes
thanks to local businesses who donated.

MARATHON FUNDRAISING
Brigitte Sainsbury is running the London Marathon for
Reach, inspired by the enthusiasm of Siân Brooks.
"I first heard about the wonderful work Reach does when I
started working for the Ambulance Service four years ago. I
came across a new colleague Siân Brooks.
"I’ve always admired her will and determination to raise
money for such a good cause, and this is my chance to
do the same. I’m not by any stretch of the imagination, a
runner, so it will be one heck of a personal challenge- but it
will be worth it for whatever I can raise! “
In February they held a cake sale to add to the fundraising.
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BRANCH AND MEMBER NEWS
IRELAND
"In January, E-nable held a free open day for Reach families in their Fab Lab
Workshop in Co. Limerick," said Lorraine O'Farrell. "18 families in total came
during the day to meet the half dozen E-nable team who are making 3D hands
for children in Ireland. The children where able to try on arms/hands, look at
3D printing devices in operation and the parents could speak to the creators.
Two meet ups were also held in March - a Monkey Maze Party in Co. Cork for
four families and an InflataZone Party in Dublin for 10 families.
"Our next meet up will be the 25th May in the Chocolate Garden in Co. Carlow.
Then on the 2nd June we have six Reach moms signed up to complete the
Dublin Women's Mini Marathon and some are currently gathering donations.
If your family wishes to come to our event in May or you wish to join us in
the June Mini Marathon please contact Lorraine at ireland@reach.org.uk/
0863158935."

WONDERFUL NEWS!
With BT My Donate fundraising site,
about to close, Reach has registered at
wonderful.org, which is FEE-FREE!
Members can now begin fee-free fundraising. Just log in and choose one of the
following options: Fundraisers - head to
My fundraising pages and click Create a
fundraising page.
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If you have any questions, please don’t
hesitate to contact the Wonderful team at
at hello@wonderful.org.

EXPLAINING ADULT LIMB DIFFERENCE
TO CURIOUS CHILDREN
Anoushé Husain is feeling proud. "Over the last few days I’ve
been with family relaxing. There’s a total joy being able to
watch faces shine as presents come out and ice cream gets
promised," she wrote.
"Missing my right arm below the elbow can be a tricky one for
the little ones (one is under 10 and the other under five). At 1
or 2 years old they noticed a difference but didn’t necessarily
know how to verbalise it.
"At 3 they both noticed enough to ask and their responses have
been ace. We have told the kids that I have a lucky hand, just
like Nemo (Finding Nemo, the Disney Film).
Here are some of the responses I’ve had in the last year or two:
”Aunty, where’s your hand hiding?” “It’s under the sofa.” “Then
go look for it!”
”Aunty, you have a lucky hand, I wish I was as lucky so I can
have a hand like you.”
”Aunty, your hand is special because you're my Aunty, and I’m
special!”
"These kids are literally melting my heart but also showing how,
inherently, kids are curious and not malicious by nature. They
want to understand difference. Some might be scared and
need some reassurance.
"For us, the key has been to show them that there is nothing
wrong with asking me questions. This shows them that there’s
nothing to hide and there’s nothing wrong with my arm."

BRANCH AND MEMBER NEWS
EVIE IS IN THE MEDALS!
Evie MacLeod is enjoying
success! She has been
presented with awards for
her achievements in both
Karate and Gymnastics
and has moved up levels
in both. She recently
came third in a karate
fighting competition!

THREE COUNTIES MEET UP
Members from Herts, Beds
and Berks met up for lunch at
a cod and waffle restaurant!
"Interesting... " said branch
coordinator Kelly Galley.
"Then we took a steam train
ride after dark where we met
Santa and had entertainment
aboard! Some of us enjoyed a
hot chocolate in our PJs too."

"Evie has appeared in the
local newspaper for it as
well and we are of course
very proud of her.

OUR STRONGEST DISABLED VIKING
Last year Luke Cartwright came 8th in the World Strongman
Championships and this year he went to the land of ice and fire
to challenge for Iceland’s Strongest Disabled Viking. Plenty of
Icelanders turned out to watch as it’s almost become a national
sport to them.

"Her wee brother, Blair,
is following in big sister's
footsteps and has also
moved up grades at
Karate."

JOE'S READY TO ROLL!
Joe Woodhouse
passed his driving
test in February.
He passed in an
automatic car with
no adaptations.
If you are interested
in learning to drive,
check out the Reach
website and get
yourself properly
assessed first before
buying anything!
Adaptations may not
be necessary and
you need advice.
Go to https://reach.
org.uk/driving-a-car/.
You can download a leaflet and watch a video.

ENJOYING LIFE
Jacob Hyatt, aged 4, dressed up as ‘Woody’ from Toy story for
Disney day at the school. "He's such a cheeky boy," said mum.
Ella Sutton also aged 4 showed off her balancing skills in the
gym. Reach children really enjoy a challenge!

Mum Julie said: "The first event was the truck pull where Luke
finished third. Some of the older people were laughing, as none
of us spoke the language it was lost on us all until Iceland’s four
times strongest man Magnus Ver Magnusson said if Luke could
pull a truck with one hand they thought he could win! Luke was
the only contestant with an upper limb disability, and he won
the next four events to take the title outright. The event was
televised and shown on Iceland’s network which was great for
breaking down barriers.
"Following that he went on to compete in London in Static
Monsters. His aim was to hit some personal bests, but to his
surprise he ended up taking the win in the U105 kg category.
Better than this was the positive response from fully abled
athletes who had no insight into the levels within disabled sport.
It just shows it really is 'ability and not disability that matters'.
"The next event, Britain’s
Strongest Disabled Man
in Chard, Somerset in
April and then hopefully
back to Iceland in July
to retain his title. Luke
has now been asked
to be the ambassador
for Cerberus Strength.
If anyone wishes to
purchase any gym wear
go to their website, and
apply the discount code
STUMPY10 to get 10%
off."
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REACH CHILDREN IN ACTION
MEGAN AND EVIE ARE PROPER PARA-SWIMMERS!
Meghan Willis and Evie Lambert both competed at the Para National Junior
Championships in Liverpool in March, coming away with a fistful of medals.
Meghan has also been selected as a Water Safety Ambassador for the STA
(Swimming Teachers Association) - flying the flag for our Reach superstars! She
even used the Reach motto that it is ability not disability that matters in her video.
She has had an amazing few months. In September last year she was selected for
The British Para Academy Squad - the youngest member of the squad by a couple
of years and enjoyed her first four day training camp in Manchester in February.
In December she won two gold and two silver medals competing in Manchester
in the 10-13 yr age group and in the British Junior National Paras in Liverpool
she won five gold and a silver in the 10-13 age group.
"It’s been a long journey for Evie," said mum Sally. "She has been waiting over 18
months to be classified so she could compete at a Para event. It finally happened
in February, which meant she could compete at Liverpool. One very excited girl!
"She swam the 100m freestyle, 50m freestyle and 100m breaststroke and left
with a Bronze for 50m freestyle, despite her goggles coming off! and Silver for
breaststroke. Super super proud. Her club is just amazing too. Both Brian her
head coach and Siobhan and her daughter came to support her. They really do go
above and beyond. So a massive thank you to Brighouse Swimming Club. Evie
continues to compete in able-bodied competitions and has just done her first long
course at Leeds with a 5th place medal.

NOMINATIONS INVITED FOR
THE SUE STOKES AWARD
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Nominations are invited for a Reach child or young adult
(age 0-25) whom you feel deserves to be recognised for their
achievement during 2018, with an award in memory of our late
national co-ordinator Sue Stokes who passed away in 2012.
Sue gained great satisfaction from seeing and celebrating the
achievements of our inspiring Reach children.
However small you feel this achievement might be, we want
to hear about it. The activity could be in the field of sport, the
arts, science, technology, in or out of school. It might even
be a boost in confidence or completing a personal challenge.
PLEASE DON’T HIDE YOUR CHILD’S LIGHT UNDER A
BUSHELL! It doesn’t even have to be your child, it could be a
story you have read about another Reach child whom you feel
deserves recognition.
Our panel will announce the winner at the 2019 Family Weekend in Bristol in October.The lucky winner will be presented
with an engraved trophy, a small prize and will be featured in
Within Reach and on the website. Although we can only award
one prize we do like to feature nominees in our publications so
please send in photos to help us celebrate our fabulous members so they can inspire others.
Our 2017 winner was 9 year old Harry Arnold-Pepper who was
a fantastic ambassador for Reach throughout the year not only
presenting at Heart Radio but also at one of his school assemblies. Our 2016 winner was Hollie Arnold, Gold Medal winning
Paralympian, and 2015 was paraclimber Matthew Phillips.
2018 saw some amazing achievements from our reach children
on facebook and other social media sites so don’t be constrained! See the website for nomination forms.

FILMING IN SOUTH AFRICA
"Last September I auditioned and got a job in a TV advert for
a German organisation called Aktion Mensch," writes Mya
Dunning. "I got to go to Cape Town in South Africa, as that is
where it was being filmed. It was the longest plane journey
I had ever been on! Whilst filming I got to meet some very
naughty ponies. My absolute favourite was a pony called
Jolly who was adorable because he was the smallest and
the naughtiest!
"I also got to go on a speedy rollercoaster which the crew
built in someone's garden! I met some inspiring people and
the director was very kind and funny. My advert was an
amazing experience!"
Aktion mensch is a German organisation which supports
inclusion and diversity and is financed from the German
lottery. https://www.aktion-mensch.de. The link to Mya’s tv
advert is https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=KHE7TqwJIls

BRANCH AND MEMBER NEWS
BUSY TIME IN THE NORTH WEST
"We had a busy December here in Reach North West!,"
said Cheryl Danson. "Our first meet up was at the popular
Skyhigh adventure. Over 30 children joined us for this event,
including new member Leon. As usual the staff were fantastic,
the children showed us they could climb and swing on absolutely anything! Soft play was popular too with the younger
children.
"Our second meet up was as specially invited guests to Winterfunland in Manchester. I had to bid for tickets for their VIP
Charity night. We were lucky to be given 30 child tickets and
22 adult tickets. All completely free of charge! An amazing
event, full of rides, shows, circus and ice skating to name a
few. The families that attended all had a fabulous time.
Finally our 3rd
event was in
conjunction with
the Specialist
Mobility Rehabilitation Centre in
Preston for their
Christmas party.
I couldn't make
this one as I had
my Husband's
office Christmas party the
same night. The
Reach members

PANNING FOR GOLD IN THE NORTH
The Northern Branch had a great turnout for their meeting at
Adventure Valley in Durham. The weather was on our side
which meant the children could enjoy a range of activities from
trampolines to slides, play areas, go-karting, tubing and the
adventure fort, as well as the indoor soft play and animal areas.
We all had a pizza and chips lunch together in our own hut
giving children time to get to know each other. Parents caught
up in the soft play area over cups of tea. Suzanne Parker

KAITLIN ON FIRE!
This 7 year old is an amazing
gymnast! She has just won her
first competition and she's only
been in her gymnastics club
less than a year.
Kaitlin Harrison also won "disability gymnast of the year" at
an awards ceremony. She is in
a disability group and the club
is wonderful, very understanding and encouraging.

who attended told me
that it was another great
party. The staff at the
centre always make such
an effort to ensure the
Children have a cracking
time. I am very grateful to
them for including Reach
in their festivities.
We have had a busy,
wonderful year, met new
faces and caught up with
old ones. I really enjoy
our meet ups and I am especially pleased that the events are
always so well attended. It makes it all worth while.Now to
start planning 2019!

NORTH LONDON WENT CLOWNING
North London
members enjoyed
a meet up at
Clowntown, where
staff were lovely
and accommodating. They gave free
candy bags and
balloons for the
kids, which was
very kind of them
and enjoyed by all.

She is attending a gymnastics
camp in the summer and has
almost perfected a one-handed cartwheel. Nothing has ever
stopped her from doing things.
She always finds a way.

KAYDEN
PERFORMED
ON STAGE
Kayden Jeffery and
his sister Freya took
part in the production of High School
Musical staged by
Sundowners Drama
Group based within
Runnymede Drama
Group.
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REACH TRUSTEES HELPED PARTY
GO WITH A SWING

IT'S ALL ABOUT PERCEPTION

The West Midlands Branch family Christmas party saw 24
Reach families meet up for an afternoon of fun, games and
dancing!
"We had a special visit from Father Christmas who came with
a huge sack of gifts for our Reach kids and their siblings. We
were also lucky to have two Reach trustees in attendance too,
so thank you to Ruth Lester and Julie Detheridge for joining
us and supporting our special day.
"It was great to see old friends and new members, both parents
and kids, catching up, sharing stories and spending valuable
time together. These meet ups are so important!" Tracey Smith.

TAITUM TAKES TO MODELLING
Last October, Taitum Pitfield's mum Kayley spotted a casting
call advert for a girl of a certain height with a visible difference
to work for a big brand.
"I submitted some photos of Taitum to the agency involved and
couldn’t believe it when she was invited to attend the casting
call in London for River Island. She was immediately signed up
by the model agency even
though they had never
met her!
"From there, Taitum
received two separate
bookings for modelling
shoots with River Island
for their web/email advertising. She had the most
amazing time having her
hair, makeup and nails
done and was a complete
natural... The River Island
staff were amazing and
really look after you.
"We have finally met up
with her agency at one of
their own photo shoots.
"Fingers crossed that
Taitum will get some more
bookings."
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